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Emil Harman was the finest designer that Philco 
ever had, and no Philco history could be complete 
without a chapter on this exciting, yet humble man. His 
career at Philco spanned over half a century, and in that 
time he was a dynamo of innovative design. He could 
make the most mundane item take on sheer beauty, and 
he had a knack for making the impossible possible. 

Emil was born in 1897 in 
Germany (known as Prussia 
back then) and arrived in this 
country sometime after 
World War I. His silver-
white hair, very erect bearing, 
very thick German accent, 
and low-key personality made 
him look like a distinguished 
foreign diplomat (Fig. 1). 
He was revered for his 
warmth as well as his con-
siderable talent by everyone I 
interviewed for this article. 
An early photo of him shows 
a strong likeness to Steve 
Martin, the very antithesis of 
Emil's personality. 

In Germany he studied 
mechanical engineering, but 
he had considerable artistic 
skills as well. The Prussian 

educational system insisted on a well-rounded program 
that demanded that artistic skills be fostered along with 
the engineering discipline. Any immediate chance of a 
higher education was dashed by the interruption caused 
by World War I. Harman served with distinction in the 
Prussian army fighting on the eastern front against the 
Russians, winning the Iron Cross in the process. 
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Figure 1. Harman (center) and Philco engineer Ted Pschick study a "Briefcase 
TV" chassis. Harman was an exceptionally talented radio and television designer. 
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ABOUT RADIO AGE 

Radio Age became the monthly newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic 
Antique Radio Club effective June 1994. (Prior to that date, the 
MAARC Newsletter and Radio Age were separate publications.) Sub-
scription to Radio Age begins with the next available issue after the 
membership application and dues are received. Dues are $20 in the 
U.S., Canada, and Mexico, and $35 per year elsewhere. (U.S. funds, 
please.) Two- and three-year memberships and life memberships are 
available as noted on the application and renewal forms. All checks 
should be made payable to MAARC and addressed to the Member-
ship Chair. Back issues of the MAARC Newsletter from Vol. 1, 
No. 1 (August 1984) and of Radio Age from Vol. 1, No. 1 (Oct. 
1975) are available for $2.00 per issue postpaid from David 
Willenborg at the address in the left column. 

With only a few exceptions, MAARC will permit reprinting in other 
publications of articles from the MAARC Newsletter and Radio Age 
provided credit is given to MAARC and to the author of each item 
used, and provided that written permission is obtained in advance 
from our editor. 

Submissions to the Newsletter are eagerly solicited. Typewritten 
copy is preferred. Articles submitted on 5 1/4' or 3.5" DOS format 
diskettes in ASCII or WordPerfect format are very much appreciated. 
Preferably photos should be high contrast black and white photos. 
Send all material to the editor and be sure to include your name, 
address and phone number. 

MAP TO MAARC MEETING LOCATION 

North 
APL 

SpentiervIlle 
Road 

29 

To Baltimore 

MD 198 sandy Spring Rd 

.75 Mid

I 

1.5 MI 

New Hope 
Seventh Day 

Adventist Church 

1-95 

To 495 15121 McKnew Rd To 495 
Burtonsville, MD 

MEETINGS: MAARC monthly meetings are currently being 
held at the Seventh Day Adventist Church in Burtonsville, MD. 
Consult the calendar section for dates and times and the map (above) 
for directions. There is a traffic signal at the intersection of MD l98 
and McKnew Road. Park in the lot behind the church or on 
McKnew Rd. Do not block the fireline to the rear parking ht. 
Entrance to the meeting is via the door to the gymnasium. 
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Figure 2. Philco Model KR-3 refrigerator 
radio (1942). 

Disillusioned with the devastation of the war and 
the humiliating treatment that the soldiers received 
from their own people as they groped their way back 
home in defeat, he vowed to make his way to America. 
As a final act of loyalty prior to this journey he was 
conscripted to paint portraits of all the Prussian 
generals, which hang today throughout various museums 
of Germany. 

Distant relatives sponsored his trip over, but once 
he arrived, they quickly let it be known that Emil was 
on his own. With no money in his pocket and little 
command of English, he wound up living in a bordello 
and shoveling coal for a living in a run-down section of 
Chicago. Through a number of coincidences he made 
his way back to New York City installing 
radios in a fleet of milk trucks. The next step 
found him working at the Transitone 
Company in Brooklyn, one of the premier 
suppliers of automobile radios at that time. 
After Transitone was acquired by Philco, Emil 
joined the Philco team. 

Emil's first design recorded in the Philco 
Furniture History manuals was for the 
Transitone TP-10 — my favorite series of 
radios. This radio, with minor modifications, 
took on many subsequent model numbers. 
First, pushbuttons were added (TP-11), and 
then a handle (PT-55), and then both a handle 
and pushbuttons (PT-67). It was quite a 
chameleon; a Philco brochure advertises that 
it came in as many as 55 colors. That almost 
sounds like a typo! 

Plastic was a new material in the 1930s, 
and few designers knew how to design shapes 
that best utilized the capabilities of plastic. 
Most early plastic sets tried to be copies of 

wooden models, and they showed this awkwardness. 
Emil designed plastic sets as if he were a natural. 

Another of Harman's clever innovations was his 
creation of the first refrigerator top radio, the KR series 
(Fig. 2). This simple design complemented both sides 
of Philco's business and was apparently given away as a 
promotion device with Philco's refrigerators, the base 
curve of the radio being cut to match the contour of the 
Philco refrigerator top. 

Emil was comfortable with innovation and gadgetry; 
he was very successful at developing new ways of 
packaging phonograph mechanisms. During the "beam 
of light" era, he developed the fold out speaker/phono 
mechanism as used in the Model 41-608 (and many 
others thereafter). Perhaps his most successful design 
of all was for the record-in-a-slot mechanism inside the 
Model 46-1201 radio-phonograph (Fig. 3). This revolu-
tionary record player (described in patent numbers 
2,475,744 and 2,508,715) worked pretty much like the 
CD players of today. A side benefit of this invention is 
that it allowed a blind person to play records for the 
first time. This so-called "Bing Crosby" model (so called 
because many of the ads featured Bing Crosby beside 
the set) sold well over a quarter of a million sets over 
its lifetime according to Philco's records. In years when 
a run of 25,000 was a whopping success, this was a 
blockbuster. 
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Figure 3. The "Bing Crosby" Model 46-1201 radio/phonograph. 
The record slides into the drawer near the bottom front. 
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Figure 4. An example of a Philco "Briefcase Portable" 
from the late 1950s, employing Harman's compact design. 

"Best sellers" are always those that are most 
unspectacular in appearance, probably because they 
blend well into the decor of any room in any house. 
These ordinary, ubiquitous, and rather humdrum sets 
that are today frowned upon by many collectors made a 
lot of money for manufacturers such as Philco. Emil 
easily designed "best sellers" such as the PT-2 in 1941 
(later known as the 46-250) or the 42-PT-91 (later sold 
as the 46-200), as well as he designed show stoppers. 
Harman's designs were often adapted by others in the 
Philco design group and re-released as other models. If 
these were added to the total, the true impact of Emil's 
prowess would be magnified many times. 

Arthur Whitehair, manager of the model shop, 
insists that the Model 49-501 show stopper deco 
"boomerang" set as well as the 49-601 also could not 
have been created by anyone else. 

When TVs became a reality, Emil was assigned to 
develop their new shapes. In that era, television sets 
were the big ticket item. They represented the latest 
technology, and they were the "plum" design assignment. 
Whitehair claims that Emil did the Model 48-1000 deco 
design, which is easy to believe after seeing the design 
of the 48-475. Harman designed most of those early 
sets but it wasn't until the 1950s that he really outdid 
himself with a number of smart designs. While Emil 
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did not participate in the Predicta design, he did 
develop some very fashionable portable TVs using the 
new shortened SF tube used in the Predictas. 

His revolutionary Slender 17er, also known as the 
Briefcase Portable, set the standard by which all 
portables were designed for the next decade (Fig. 4). 
In the 1958 version it was about 8" wide (not counting 
the small bulge in the rear), literally the size of a 
briefcase, hence the nickname. To emphasize this 
point, one of the styles offered a "baby alligator black" 
finish, although it was offered in a host of '50s style 
two-tone colors including red, blue, tan, and green. It 
was so successful that Admiral came out with the "Thin 
Man," which some felt was an exact knockoff of 
Philco's set. 

Clever electronic packaging techniques worked out 
in conjunction with Ted Pschick, the electrical 
engineer, such as the unique cylindrical chassis 
arrangement (patent number 2,917,577), made the 
slenderness of the Briefcase Portable possible. 

Harman designed the case for the Safari, the 
world's first transistorized portable TV (Fig. 6). With 
the help of Ernie Traub, the optical engineering wizard 

who worked on Philco's first projection TVs in the late 
1940s, Emil worked out a way to get maximum use of 
the small 2" picture tube. By using mirrors to project 
a virtual image two feet behind the screen, Harman and 
Traub were able to provide 80 square inches of viewing 
area, the equivalent of a 14" conventional screen. 

Emil continued to develop some interesting portable 
TV designs until his retirement, although I am not able 
to identify the exact model numbers. Figure 7 repro-

Figure 5. Philco's Model PT-61 is another example 
of the kind of designs Harman did so well. 
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duces a sketch from design patent number 194,763, an 
example of the many TV design patents assigned to 
Harman. Harman reluctantly retired circa 1970, a 
number of years after his "official" retirement date. 
Because he was so talented, management always found 
a way to exempt him, saying he was in the middle of a 
project. If it had been up to Emil, he would have gone 
on forever. 

The table on the next page lists some of his most mem-
orable designs. Models marked with an asterisk are 
believed to have been designed by Emil Harman, but 
this could not be confirmed. Where page numbers are 
given in the column headed "Style," they refer to the 
Ramirez/Prosise book on Philco Radio cited in the 
references. 

Figure 6. The famous Philco Safari TV, the first 
transistorized portable television. 
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Acknowledgments: Special thanks to Arthur Whitehair, 
without whom this story could not be told. Thanks also 
to Ross Gilbert. The photo of Emil was taken by 
Richard Whipple. 

References: 

Philco Furniture History (Internal Philco document). 

Ron Ramirez, with Michael Prosise, Philco Radio, 1928-
1942 (Atglen, PA: Schiffer Publishing, Ltd., 1993). 
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Figure 7. Harman TV design patent #194,763, 
from March 1963, one of many Harman patents. 

(Continued - p. 6) 
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Year Model Style Sales 

1938 TP-10 & TP-11 Table Model, p. 122 11,055 

1939 PT-61 Deco Table Model, p. 133 12,510 

1939 PT-69 Table Model, p. 135 11,010 

1940 40-140 T & 145 T Table Model, pp. 127-128 7,800 

1941 41-1015 Console, p. 158 2,259 

1941 42-PT-93 Table Model, p. 160 22,051 

1941 40-KR & 41-KR-5 Promotional refrigerator top 
radio 

30,270 

1941 PT-2 Table Model, p. 146 101,721 

1941 42-PT-91 Table Model, pp. 159-160 50,606 

1946 46-200 Similar to PT-91 235,145 

1946 46-250 & 47-250 Similar to PT-2 255,415 

1946 46-1201 & 47-1201 Table Model Radio/Phono 302,741 

1947 47-475 Deco Table Model 4,977 

1947 46-131 Table Model 23,309 

1948* 48-1000 Deco TV ? 

1949" 49-501 Deco Table Model ? 

1949* 49-901 Deco Table Model ? 

1958 G-4240 Predicta Table Model TV ? 

1958 0-3049 through 53 Slender 17er TV ? 

1959 H-2010 Safari TV ? 

OBITUARY - FM PIONEER T. MITCHELL HASTINGS, JR. 

T. Mitchell Hastings, Jr. passed away on September 
17, 1994, at his home in Edgartown, MA, following a 
brief illness. A graduate of Harvard University's 
engineering and business schools, Hastings is considered 
one of the leading pioneers in FM broadcasting. He is 
credited with producing the first automobile FM radio, 
the "Hastings Junior," and with major advances in the 
development of horizontal and vertical polarization. In 
1954 Hastings formed the Concert Network, which 
included WBCN, Boston; WNCN, New York City; 
WHCN, Hartford, and WXCM, Providence. In 1946 he 
received the civilian Naval Service Award for his 
contributions to the development and implementation 

of signal generating, sonar, and navigational technology 
during World War II while he was president of General 
Communications Company (Atlantic Research) in 
Boston and Press Wireless Manufacturing Company in 
Hicksville, Long Island. In 1979 Hastings received the 
coveted "Major" award from the Armstrong Memorial 
Research Foundation, which recently named him 
President Emeritus for his continued long-standing 
support. [Thanks to Ken Mellgren of Rockville, MD, for 
preparing this obituary. Ken worked for Mitch at WBCN 
in Boston in the late 1960s. This talented broadcaster 
was, according to Ken, a tireless supporter of the Major 
Armstrong Foundation, and contributed generously to it.] 
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CABINET REFINISHING - ANOTHER VIEW 
by Doug Houston 

I read Randolph Warren's article on cabinet refin-
ishing (July 1994 Radio Age, p. 5). This is one of those 
topics where there will never be enough said about it, 
and which I have only a limited amount of guts to take 
on. But I'd like to add my thoughts. 

Let's pick up from where Randy left off. First, he 
is to be commended for advocating the use of wood 
filler. Most "experts" don't even know what the stuff is, 
or why it is. There are two types of finishes for cabinets 
or furniture: filled and open grain. Many of the expen-
sive cabinets that Victor did, such as the 9-25, 9-54, and 
10-69 had open grain finishes, and therefore did not use 
filler. But the majority of cabinets, even cheaper cabi-
nets, and indeed, furniture of the Thirties, had filled 
grain finishes. 

An important point to note here is that the one 
finish that was never used on furniture and radio cabi-
nets is varnish. Why? Varnish sets up by chemical 
change — a "curing" process. It takes 24 hours for a coat 
of varnish to dry, and more importantly, to harden. 
Since five to six coats of varnish are needed on a 
surface, that's how many days it would have taken to get 
a varnish finish on a radio cabinet. Each coat has to be 
block sanded in preparation for the next coat, as on all 
finishes. But for a cabinet to get out of the factory...no 
way! Radio cabinet factories needed a finish that would 
dry quickly. 

What finish was used, if not varnish? Prior to 1925 
shellac was the stuff. The solvent is alcohol, and each 
coat dried quickly, especially if it were accelerated a bit 
with a little heat. In 1925, a product called Duco 
(nitrocellulose lacquer) was introduced. It quickly 
became the universally used finish until very recent 
years. Both shellac and lacquer dry by the evaporation 
of the solvent. In both cases, they can be re-flowed with 
their respective solvents. This is what the "amalga-
mators" do. I suspect that today's furniture is done in 
acrylic lacquer; I'm not sure. In any event, both shellac 
and lacquer dried and hardened quickly, and radio cabi-
nets could have their final finish in only a couple of 
hours. 

When you strip finish from a cabinet, the panels 
may be walnut or perhaps mahogany veneer, but the 
corner and leg pieces are usually less expensive white 
woods such basswood or gumwood, and they cannot be 
stained to blend with the decorative woods. How did 
the manufacturers get them to match? First, they 

probably used no stain at all. Most companies used a 
clear lauluer sealing coat first. Then the whole cabinet 
was sprayed with tinted lacquer, and, Voila!, everything 
matched! 

How do you get tinted lacquer? There are 
companies like Mohawk that make tinted lacquer in 
spray cans in several wood-tone colors, but you can 
make it yourself, and generally do a better job of color 
matching. You buy Deft clear semigloss wood finish in 
the can with the blue and brown swirls on the label. 
They don't say it, but this is nitrocellulose lacquer. 
Tinted lacquer is colored, but also transparent. There 
are specialty shops in most metropolitan areas that 
cater to woodworkers, and they sell aniline dyes in 
black, red, and several other colors. [Craftwoods in 
Timonium, MD, is such a place for those of you in the 
Washington/Baltimore area. - Editor.] 

Mix the dyes directly into the lacquer, so as to get 
the proper color, and go to work from there. If you 
have no local source for aniline dyes, you can order 
them from Constantines' mail order catalog. Call their 
toll-free number, 800-223-8087, to request a catalog. Or 
go to the grocery store and buy the colors you want in 
RIT fabric dyes. These dyes have salt in them, so I just 
put the powder in a two-layer coffee filter, pouring 
lacquer thinner through. The vessel into which the 
tinted thinner drips has tinted lacquer but no salt. 
Pouring the thinner into the lacquer produces tinted 
lacquer. 

Aniline dyes are available in various brown wood 
shades, but you will probably have to do lots of trial and 
error mixing of colors to get the match just right. For 
brown stains, such as on walnut, a reddish-brown color 
was often used, similar to that on mahogany, or quite 
often, a greenish-brown color was used. (Yes, green!) 
If you are duplicating the factory finish, accurate color 
matching is critical, so take your time. Add a small 
touch of black to red dye to get brown. This gives a 
reddish brown. Green must now be added if you need 
to duplicate the frequently used green-brown color. 

I usually stain the walnut, fill it, and then do the 
seal coat. (Constantines also sells colored wood filler 
and the burlap sheets used to wipe off the excess.) 
From there on, I mask the walnut, and fog in the tinted 
lacquer with repeated coats, until the white wood 
matches the walnut. At that point, the whole cabinet 
gets its final coats of clear semi-gloss lacquer. Let the 
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finish harden for a couple of days before wet sanding —
it is too soft until about two days have passed. You can 
also buy Deft gloss lacquer. This is good for those 
Grundig "shaving mirror" finishes, but when you finally 
polish out the semi-gloss Deft, you have the closest to 
the original factory finish that you can get. Decals are 
usually applied before the last two coats. 

Something else to think about: Let's consider a fine 
quality cabinet of about 1929 vintage — a Sparton, or a 
Victor RE-45 perhaps. These cabinets were lacquered, 
of course. Now, let's suppose that you had kept a 1929 
Buick in the same living room as the Victor RE-45. By 
this time, the finish on the car will be beautiful, but 
dull, just from the lacquer on the car oxidizing. 
Wouldn't you brighten up the finish with body polish? 
Now, try doing the same thing on your dull radio 
cabinet. (But before I discuss polishing, a word about 
cleaning the cabinet.) 

Almost all of the radios that we buy are painfully 
filthy, although they may not appear so. With no 
question, the first order of business for your newly 
acquired gem is to clean the finish, and I don't mean 
sloshing on Old English polish! Cleaning is done with 
a waterless mechanic's hand cleaner, such as Goop, 
D&L, Go-Jo, etc. Wipe on the cleaner generously over 
the finish. It will not harm the shellac or lacquer, but 
it does dissolve decades worth of grime. Apply with 
paper towels or 0000 steel wool. After repeated appli-
cations and wiping off with clean towels, the paper 
towels and cleaner will eventually come out clean. This 
indicates that the cabinet is clean. I have seen many 
cabinets where the first swipe of Go-Jo came out black 
as ink, yet the cabinet hadn't looked bad at all. My 
Victor 9-18 looked beautiful when I started on it, but 
after many applications of cleaner coming out brown 
(tobacco smoke residue), the cabinet finally sparkled 
like a jewel. Many are astounded at how filthy a 
cabinet can be! 

Now that your cabinet is clean and dry, proceed with 
the polishing operation. Get some Rally, or Turtle 
Wax...something like that, and see what an improvement 
you can make. I have a Victor Hyperion, of about 1926 
origin, and took some Turtle Wax to the doors on the 
cabinet. It sparkles, just as it did when its first proud 
owner beheld it so long ago. This was one of the 
earliest lacquered cabinets. But be careful of the 
Radiola 28. Most, if not all of them, were shellacked. 

Let's now hit the subject of colored lacquer. It has 
color, but you can't see the wood grain through it — it's 
opaque. Colored lacquer is often used on the periphery 

of cabinet tops, and very importantly, along the surface 
of speaker grille scrollwork. You want to hide the 
layers of the wood layup on the speaker cutout. This is 
done with an artist's brush, after the first lacquer seal 
coat. If you mix Universal Tinting colors (in little 
tubes, from a good paint store), you get colored lacquer 
As a rule, you will mix brown, for cabinet bases, and the 
other things mentioned above. It's confusing, I know, 
about using tinting colors to get colored lacquer, but 
that's what they call the stuff. 

Through all of this, note that I have advocated using 
spray equipment at the risk of sounding cavalier. It is 
possible to lay on tinted lacquers with camel hair artist's 
brushes, but spraying equipment does the job perfectly. 
You can purchase small sprayers with air brushes at 
hardware or paint stores for reasonable prices. For 
radio cabinet work, a smaller one is better than the 
large industrial types designed for painting warehouses. 
And get an airbrush attachment for doing fine trim 
work. 

The spray equipment I have at my home is also used 
in restoring and maintaining my collector cars. I have 
a 5-hp compressor, with regulated air piped through the 
lower level of the building, and outlets at key locations. 
The size of the compressor was needed for sandblasting 
and tire changing. Certainly, smaller portable 
compressors do a terrific job for cabinet finishing. You 
really don't have to be a nut about it, if that's all you 
want to do! But spray the lacquer only in a well-
ventilated area. The fumes are toxic, and lacquer is 
about as flammable as gasoline. Don't be near a water 
heater pilot light or any other source of ignition! 

I have been able to duplicate factory finishes, as 
anyone can really do, if determined enough. I have 
become spoiled and somewhat demanding of myself. To 
me, a radio that is attractive is usually one of decent 
stature, where the cabinet is generally better than the 
average. We serious collectors really aspire to have a 
beautiful radio, inside and outside, too, with as-new 
performance. None of this comes easy. 

You will use a lot of tinted lacquer on the Philco 
tombstones of 1935-36 vintage, with their cheap white 
wood side veneers, and white wood pilasters flanking 
the panel, but when the cabinet is done, and the set is 
recapped, you have something worth squawking about, 
especially if it is one of the Model 16s, or in that class. 
I have recently acquired an RCA Model 816K, where 
extensive retouch of the finish is needed. My goal is to 
fool the experts who see it into thinking that is was 
untouched. I understand that, with new capacitors, this 
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set is a real thunder generator. 

As with any other endeavor, superb cabinet finishing 
doesn't come easily. There's a lot more to it than strip-

ping, sanding, then slobbering varnish. 

MAARC YOUR CALENDAR 

About mid-December, the Radio History Society exhibit, "Radio in the Home," opens. Third level, City Place Mall, 
Silver Spring, MD. (Colesville Rd., near Georgia Avenue). For information, contact Gerald Schneider, (301) 929-
8593. 

Sat., Dec. 17 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 6:30 p.m. 

Sat., Jan. 21 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 6:30 p.m. 

Sat., Feb. 25 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 6:30 p.m. 

Sun., March 19 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 
Note that MAARC meetings switch back to Sunday afternoon beginning in March! 

Sun., April 23 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

Sun., May 21 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m. 

REAL LIFE DRAMA IN THE RADIO SERVICE SHOP IN THE '30S 
Part XXXI 

by Alan Roycroft 

After the first blush of surrPss with my home grown 
broadcasting career using a carbon mike in the antenna 
lead of my oscillating two-tube radio, I was the first one 
to acknowledge the shortcomings of its DX properties, 
the limited modulation, and the inability to use some 
other important possessions that I had obtained on the 
empty bottle market. To wit, a British General Electric 
carbon desk mike with built-in transformer and battery 
and a magnetic pickup that was screwed to the side of 
an old table model hand-wound phonograph. Placing 
the carbon mike in the horn of the Brunswick for music 
and then retrieving it to make announcements was not 
my idea of professionalism. Besides, the family was 
beginning to object to the use of the lounge at all hours 
as my studio. There just had to be another way. 

I scanned through all my books on wireless, and 
even the best glibly explained modulation as the appli-
cation of audible sounds to the radio signal. Huh, fat 
chance that anyone could have advanced their know-

ledge with such meager information! 

I gave the problem most of my attention. All my 
waking and a lot of my sleeping hours were committed 
until one early morning, I was struck with the likely 
possibility of forcing the audio voltage that normally 
operated the loudspeaker back into the detector circuit. 
This I found could be achieved simply by reversing the 
audio amplifier tube connections so that the grid and 
ground input went to my GEC mike or the German 
Neufeldt and Kuhnke pickup, and the detector plate 
and B-battery positive connected to the "G" and "G.B." 
terminals of the audio transformer. 

I risked disaster by playing hooky from school so 
that I could test out my new theory. It was some years 
later that I learned my new system was, in reality, plate 
modulation — something that few broadcasters used in 
those early 1930 days. Grid modulation was more 
common, although it was usually limited to 60 percent 
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at best. 

I soon discovered that overmodulation could be 
tolerated to some extent at the benefit of signal 
coverage. I made up a small two-pot mixer with 
pencilled marks on the knob scales to indicate volume 
levels for both the GEC mike and the N&K pickup. 
My cup overfilled with the fact that my old crystal set 
could be used as a nice headset monitor. General 
Samoff had nothing on me. 

My broadcast operation was moved out of my work-
shop, where, in the interest of Public Service, I 
conducted interview programs with the head sports 
coach of the high school, the local fire chief, and other 
notables. My family was quiet about these activities 
until one evening I was discovered alone with the 
school's head cheerleader. As she enlarged upon the 
duties of her position, neither Dad nor Mom appre-
ciated the need of such programs until I had Mom set 
up for a thirty-minute Saturday morning cooking 
program. Since Dad's General Motors auto agency was 
introducing a new line of car called the Maquette, and 
a new financing arm, the GMAC Plan, I picked up the 
brochures from the salesroom and started regular on-air 
promotion. It was not until a customer came into the 
showroom a little later and asked to be shown a 
Maquette "that he had heard about on your radio 
station" did Dad finally realize just what Junior was up 
to. 

My nemesis was battery replacements. Here I was 
earnestly trying to acquire a second pickup and 
turntable when my coffers would be drained for weeks 
ahead by battery replacements. Someone up there was 
indeed looking after me. A school chum who went on 
frequent launch trips with his family approached me 
regarding how he could buy a small battery radio that 
could operate a loudspeaker with a short antenna wire. 
I glibly said that "I would let him know." Of course, my 
present two-tuber would more than fill the bill, but 
what would I do to maintain my important broadcast 
schedule while a replacement was organized. 

Everyone's tutor of these days, one Hugo 
Gernsback, published in one of his monthly magazines 
the schematic and construction details of a one-tube 
ham CW transmitter using a 245 tube as a tuned-grid 
tuned-plate circuit for 80 and 160 meters. My 
experiences with my crystal set coils allowed me to 
understand the requirements of changing this trans-
mitter to the broadcast band. A tube chart that I had 
clipped out of an earlier magazine showed that the 245 
tube could be substituted with a 112A that I had tucked 

away somewhere. The five-volt filament of the 112A 
could be energized from an automobile battery, and I 
certainly had an unlimited supply of these, providing 
that the Old Man did not hear about it. 

But where could I get a 200-volt plate supply and 
where could I get the audio amplifier? Reading the For 
Sale columns of the city newspaper each day, I usually 
noticed that radio equipment was being sold at rock-
bottom prices from an address of 59 Hepburn Street. 
Anything from large battery sets to later electric radios 
was offered. Now surely this outfit would have exactly 
what I needed. The first problem was money. Until I 
sold my battery set, I would need a loan and a trip to 
the city. Both of these problems involved Dad, so I 
caught up with all my chores, polishing the apple so to 
speak before I made my direct approach. 

The grin on Dad's face after he heard my whole 
plan was very heartening. Yes, he would loan me up to 
five pounds for a month, "and in place of interest..." 
INTEREST? "Oh, yes, everyone charges interest on 
loans, you will cultivate a new garden of not less than 
two hundred square feet and plant corn and potatoes 
and care for them until they reach your Mother's 
kitchen. Next are the penalties..." PENALTIES? "Oh 
yes, every agreement has penalties. Failure to meet the 
agreement such that the loan is not paid back within 
the month and the corn and potatoes do not look 
healthy, all radio equipment in this house will be taken 
and sold, especially any new radio gear that arrives 
within the month." 

Boy, this was a different Dad from the one that I 
thought I knew. "I guess you will have to learn the ways 
of big business some day" was his closing comment. He 
knew that I was hooked, and before I could cadge a ride 
into the city, I cultivated the garden and planted the 
veges. 

Since a city dentist's appointment was well overdue, 
Dad agreed to take me to that magical address AFTER 
the dentist. So we finally drew up to a run-down 
cottage at number 59. But around the back there was 
a shed stacked top to bottom with a heavenly assort-
ment of three-dialers and ac and dc electric sets in shiny 
cabinets, none of which attracted me until I found a 
Philips three-tube ac set in a metal cabinet with a 
separate magnetic cone speaker — a Model QP Radio-
player and a hexagonal-shaped Criterion speaker, both 
made in Eindhoven, Holland, around 1931. A very 
helpful assistant showed me how a phonograph pickup 
could be simply plugged into a jack on the back of the 
set, and how the speaker was isolated from the plate 
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voltage with an output transformer inside the set. 

I think I puzzled the fellow by asking how much 
current this output transformer could take. He esti-
mated, "Oh, about fifty milliamps." I mentally thought 
of the plate current of my future 112A oscillator, and it 
seemed adequate. I asked, "How about power supplies, 
about 200 volts?" "Well, yes, we have several Philips B 
eliminators" was the reply. "Phonograph pickups, a 
cheap multimeter perhaps?" I continued. 

By the time I had more goodies than I ever dreamed 
of, Dad intervened with a cautionary note, "Now hold 
hard, young 'un, let's see how far your funds are 
holding." When the very helpful assistant added the 
total, it came to six pounds, ten shillings. I looked over 
the selections that I had made and there was simply 
nothing that I could sacrifice. As I turned to Dad, I 
could already see that "I'll take over" look in his eye. 

Dad's description of my personal poverty, the 
family's dire destitution, and the fact that he only had 
four pounds at his disposal panicked me, and I was 
about to correct this impression when Dad firmly stood 
on my left foot. We got away with the four pounds. 
But as we carried the spoils to the car, Dad muttered to 
me, "There's some commission owing. 
COMMISSION? 

I still remember the thrill of it all. Nothing ever 
approached it; even in later years the acquisition of new 
convertibles or a four-bedroom house on the sea never 
reached that peak. 

But back down to earth, I realized that I had a time 
limit, and secret midnight work in my shop would be 
required to complete the 112A oscillator on 1400 kc. I 
nervously checked with my sales prospect for the two 
tuber--oh yes, he was still red hot, so I forged ahead. 
After a week of feverish activity of weeding and 
watering the interest bearing garden, I had also found 

• 

what the 200 volts from the B eliminator felt like. I 
preferred the palm of my hand to the soft skin of my 
under arm. For posterity and technical reference, I 
found that a Class C oscillator is never mentioned in 
any manual, but is quite practical and, indeed, most 
essential when one's plate supply is limited. 

After getting the 112A on frequency and oscillating 
beautifully, it required 70 milliamps of plate current 
without any antenna loading. Back to the drawing 
board and my correspondence course. Grid bias was the 
secret. I must have more of it. The diagrams of all 
oscillators that I found had anything from ten thousand 
up to fifty thousand ohms as the grid leak resistor. 
Using a loop of wire connected to a flashlight bulb as 
an indicator of signal strength, I set the loop near the 
plate coil with a dull glow using the original twenty five 
thousand-ohm grid resistor that Uncle Hugo had 
chosen. By using various resistor values up to a final 
500,000 ohms, the lamp glow remained unchanged, but 
the plate current nosedived down to ten milliamperes, 
and from there I could load the antenna coupling coil 
to what I considered the danger point of sixty milliamps 
of plate current. The large old-fashioned one-watt 
resistor that I used got very warm after an hour's run, 
so I knew that I had loads of grid bias. 

My sincerest apologies to any of my readers who 
feel that they are over their heads with the foregoing. 
I just get carried away even at this late date. 

A final summary of this period of my life: I had 
dark circles under my eyes, the corn and spuds made a 
record crop, I sold the two tuber for EIGHT POUNDS, 
paid off my loan, and the QP Philips produced enough 
audio power to modulate the 112A beyond a twenty 
miles radius. But most of all, I turned the corner at 
fourteen years of age in understanding my Dad as a man 
and a friend. 

The Philips Criterion speaker (left) and Q. P. receiver. 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
Ads free of charge to all club members. Please, one ad per member 

per month, limited to 100 words. All ads subject to editing. Ads 

will not be repeated unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors. 

Usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 15th of the month. 

1 

FOR SALEI 

For Sale: Variac, 0-140 volts, 10 amps, 
V.G.C., $45. EICO Model 236 oscil-
loscope, like new, no manual, $65. 
B&K Model 465 CRT checker, with 
manual, $30. Arvin Model 444 white 
metal radio, V.G.C., plays, $65. Port-
able record players, both with new 
cartridges: RCA Model EMP-2KK 4-
speed, Columbia Model 312A 3-speed, 
$25 each. Two nickel hand sets from 
Western Electric Army field phones, $20 
each. All items plus UPS. Stephen L. 
Bonino, 107 Georgetown Road, 
Glassboro, NJ 08028, (609) 881-0244. 

For Sale: JFD/GC radio dial belts, 
woven fabric, NOS, in a metal cabinet 
with measuring chart and cross refer-
ence booklet to radio manufacturers, 
over fifty sizes, approx. 115 belts. 
Approx. shipping wt. 8 lbs., $60 prepaid. 
George Greenberg, 1701 Andros Isle, K-
2, Coconut Creek, FL 33066, (305) 971-
9053. 

For Sale: RCA 630-TS TV chassis (no 
cabinet), with 7BP7A pix tube (unused 
in orig. carton), missing seven tubes, $30 
plus UPS. E. C. Kubes, 11 Aster Drive, 
Debary, FL 32713, (407) 668-5858. 

For Sale: Scott 800-B in a Regency 
cabinet, $400, O.B.O. Williams four 
player pinball, $275. Wanted: E. H. 
Scott and McMurdo Silver radios, espec-
ially sets with chassis sitting open on 
speaker cabinet. Mike Greene, 19113 
Alpenglow Lane, Brookeville, MD 
20833, (301) 774-3203. 

For Sale: Sams Photofact binders #1 
or 2, $12 each. RCA Model 28T wood 
radio, three bands, orig. push buttons & 

knobs, Bunis II, p. 150, $25. All items 
plus UPS. Thomas Burnside, 4838 S. 
Westhaven Drive, Jackson, MS 39209, 
(601) 922-2235. 

For Sale: Knight Model KG-660, 6-
and 12-volt battery eliminator/charger, 
with built-in voltmeter and ammeter, 
with manuals, $25 postpaid. Ken 
Greenberg, 4858 Lee, Skokie, IL 60077, 
(708) 679-8641. 

For Sale: New/used radio tubes, parts, 
test equipment, service manuals, thou-
sands of unlisted parts, items. Send 
LSASE with list of wants. Sales and 
service since 1930. F. Krantz, 100 
Osage Avenue, Somerdale, NJ 08083-
1136, (609) 783-0400. 

For Sale by non-member: Radios for 
sale as a lot: GE (Mitsubishi) Model 
P851D (PVC-2K), two Model P-3400 
Emersons, Emerson Model P4000, two 
RCA Model 3BX671 Stratoworld port-
ables, Sony Model TC-500A tape 
recorder, Model SE-580 (Scott) 
Stromberg hi-fi system, Blaupunkt 
Model TYP-2340 Barcelona table 
model, transformer with the following 
voltages: 110-120, 200-210, 220-230, 
240-250. P. C. De Lobbe, 5116 
Wehawken Rd., Bethesda, MD 20816. 
(No phone - please write.) 

For Sale: Tubes, schematics, service 
notes, Riders, etc. for early radios. 
LSASE for price list. Sam Faust, PO 
Box 94, Changewater, NJ 07831-0094. 

For Sale: Microphones: EV 668 shock 
mounted in wire cage, w/stand, $175. 
EV 650, $75. EV 635A, $25. EV 
RE16, $25. Shure professional mike 
mixer, M67, $150. Shure line input 
adaptor A15LA, $30. 100-ft. Canare 
flex cable, L4E6S, $45. Three sound 
effects radio transcription records, $10 

all. Advance Schools DC ammeter, 100 
amps, $10. Two Amperex 4-125A 
tubes, used, $50 each, both $90. N.I.B. 
Pamotor whisper fan, 115 VAC, $20. 
N.I.B. B&K Model C-40 color pic. tube 
test adapter, $10. Conar Model 202 
hand-held freq. counter, $20. Add UPS. 
J. Lowe, 3025 Harpers Ferry Rd., 
Sharpsburg, MD 21782, (301) 432-2420. 

For Sale: Many of your favorite old 
time radio shows are available on tape 
cassettes. You select the shows you 
want and purchase them by the hour. 
Fast, friendly service. Send for our 
catalog listing over 5,000 shows arranged 
by category and title. Only $2 (P&H). 
Erstwhile Radio, PO Box 2284, 
Peabody, MA 01960. 

Sparky's Antique Radio Repair. Exper-
ienced technician, reasonable rates, free 
estimates, guaranteed work. (No 
cabinet work.) Dale R. Johnson (410) 
848-5279 (MD). 

Services Offered: Professional repairs 
for ALL types of antique radios (battery 
and ac sets, commun. rcvrs., auto radios, 
etc.). Complete overhauls, cabinet 
refinishing, reasonable rates. Free 
estimates. UPS/USPS/FEDEX ship-
ments accepted. All work guaranteed. 
We also buy/trade and sell radios and 
parts. Bob Eslinger, Antique Radio 
Restoration and Repair, 20 Gary School 
Road, Pomfret Center, CT 06259, (203) 
928-2628. (10 a.m. - 7 p.m., Tues. -
Sat.) 

For Sale: Homemade galena crystal 
sets and parts. Galena crystals, $1 each, 
super xtals, $2 each. Radio parts —what 
do you need? Real low priced, or 
FREE. L. Gardner, 458 Two Mile 
Creek Road, Tonawanda, NY 14150. 

Found: Will the person who purchased 
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the chrome chassis Radio Craftsmen 
Model 400 amplifier and Model 10 
tuner at a MAARC auction a couple of 
months ago please contact me. I found 
the manuals that go with them and will 
send then to you. See address on page 
2. Brian Belanger, (301) 258-0708. 

For Sale: Radio schematics, $2.50. 
Photocopies: service manuals, Philco 
(354 pages), Crosley Volumes I or II 
(322 & 340 pages), $25 each, Atwater 
Kent (463 p.), $35. Atwater Kent 
instruction manual for breadboard 
models, $7.50; service notes for Radiola 
60, $8; Radiola 18, $6; Webster Chicago 
wire recorder Models 79 & 80, $7. How 
to Service Radios with an Oscilloscope 
(71 p.), $8. Rider radio indices for 
Vols. 1 through 23, $25; Volumes 1 
through 10 (many full page ads), $15. 
TV indices for Volumes 1 through 21, 
$20. Books: Fundamentals of Radio, 
$10; Practical Radio Communication, 
$12, Radio Service Training Manual, 
$12. SASE for list. All plus postage. 
Dick Oliver, 28604 Schwalm Drive 2, 
Elkhart, IN 46517, (219) 522-4516, 
evenings. 

For Sale: American Elmac portable 
transmitter Model A54H, untested, incl. 
Electro-Voice 600 D dynamic mike, $75 
US plus shipping, or trade for 1946 
Belmont plastic table radio, Model 
6D111. Working order not a priority; 
must be complete with a good cabinet. 
Radio Electronics magazines, 64 issues 
of the following years: 1970-74 and 3/75 
and 8/75, $50 or interesting trade. 
Wanted: Schematics or instruction book 
for Testmaster Precision Apparatus Co. 
Model 10-54 tube tester. Willing to pay 
reasonable fee. Ernest D. M. Yeaw, 
RR #3, Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia, 
Canada BOK 1VO, (902) 657-2554. 

Antique phonograph repairs, parts, 
needles, reasonable rates. Free catalog. 
Victrola Repair Service, 19 Cliff Street, 
St. Johnsbury, VT 05819. Call toll-free, 
(800) 239-4188. 

For Sale: Foreign table radios: EMU7 
T-7, W. Germany, 3 speakers, AM-FM-
SW, nice, $300. Canadian Marconi 147 
farm radio, BC & SW, neat grille, $250. 
Canadian Northern Electric 5400 "Baby 
Champ," brown & ivory, deco, $200. 

Canadian Philips 800, with Union label, 
$100. Philips B4X12A, Holland, brown 
& ivory, 4 bands, $150. RCA "Braille" 
receiver, AM-FM-VHF-UHF TV, 
Japan, $200. Realistic 12A4, mahogany, 
Japan, "Futaba" tubes, mint, $150. 
Echo, tiny blue, white, gold, pretty, 
Japan, 1-CD, $125. Monacor 51H-
BEA, tiny, Japan, CDs, $75. Grundig 
RF-121-U, Austria, AM-FM, $100. All 
plus UPS. Chuck Bray, 1322 Ivy Road, 
Bremerton, WA 98310, (206) 373-1013. 

For Sale: Limited supply of the 64-page 
Federal book is again available. Des-
cribes Federal Tel. and Tel. radios from 
the beginning in 1921 to the end in 
1929. Over 60 illustrations, incl. pictures 
of early Federal RF and audio amplifiers 
& all early radios. Many Federal parts 
pictured/described. Article and speech 
by Federal expert Dick Schamberger 
included. All Federal models listed with 
year & month introduced, cost new, & 
description. Also included, Federal's 
broadcast station WGR, first in Buffalo; 
two pages of Federal references. More 
Federal info. than any other publication. 
Good quality printing. $6.25 inc. 
shipping/handling. Larry Babcock, 8095 
Centre Lane, East Amherst, NY 14051. 

For Sale: Rare, highly sought after 
collectible radio — red Arvin Hopalong 
Cassidy Model 441T, in excl. condx. 
Make an offer. M. Katzen, 8801 Selina 
Road, Randallstown, MD 21133, (410) 
655-0313. 

WANTED 

Wanted: Comments or suggestions on 
a suitable military xmtr/xcvr for 30-meter 
use on USS Requin submarine 
restoration project. Brian Roberts, 
K9VKY, 3068 Evergreen, Pittsburgh, 
PA 15237, (412) 931-4646. 

Wanted: The following working and 
complete sets: AK Model 82, American 
Bosch Models 5A, 805, and 200A. 
Cabinet for Bosch Model 48-A console. 
Chassis similar to SK-4 Grebe. RCA 
100B speaker. Picture records. Do 
anticipate payment by cash or Visa card. 
Please send quotes to Nicolo Rubini, V. 

Mazzini, 7/C, 35040 Masi (Padova), 
Italy. 

Wanted: Manual, schematic, & photos 
of Western Electric Model 3B receiver. 
Model 269 General Radio variometer. 
Heathkit Model HD 1420 low-band 
receiver. Type 114 (A or B) vacuum 
tube, new or used. Tad Drogoski, 507 
Coal Valley Rd., Jefferson Boro, PA 
15025-3703. 

Wanted: Zenith collector, looking to 
trade or buy other late '30s, early '40s 
consoles only. Jim Walker, (202) 667-
7368 (Washington, DC). 

Wanted: Mike Baird recently donated 
to MAARC a Xerox Model 7017 fax 
machine for club business (thanks, 
Mike!). While we have figured out how 
to use the main features, we'd like to 
get a manual or xerox of same to go 
with it. Xerox charges $60 for the 
manual! Anyone have one? Could you 
xerox the key pages (instructions and 
preventive maintenance sections) for us? 
Contact Brian Belanger. (See page 2.) 

Wanted: Information on a Consco 5-60 
Gold Medal radio. It appears to be a 
1920s model with five 01A tubes. Any 
help/info. would be appreciated. Wayne 
Gilbert, 785 So. Flamingo Ct., Denver, 
CO 80222, (303) 321-6705. 

Wanted: Someone with early wire 
recorder to transfer recording to audio 
tape cassette. Milt Margolis, 6500 
Harwood Ct., Springfield, VA 22152, 
(703) 451-4507. 

What Model No. is my radio? A 
Crosley, appears to be prewar. Tiny 
Bakelite set with tubes: 35Z5, 50L6, 
12A8, 12SK7, and one unidentified tube. 
Chart inside cabinet is for wrong radio --
says Model 599A. Also looking for dial 
glass for Philco Model 39-45 (console) 
or similar. Bryan Gadow, PO Box 58, 
Preston, MD 21655, (410) 673-2699. 

Wanted: National Model 1-10 radio in 
working condition, with coils. Frederick 
G. Suffield, PE, 227 Fairway Drive, 
Sequim, WA 98382, (206) 683-6482. 

Wanted: B&W type JEL coils. Collins 
mechanical filters. Trade: GE K-50 
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cathedaral for Collins receiver. Brian 
Roberts, 3068 Evergreen Rd., 
Philadelphia, PA 15237, (412) 931-4646. 

Wanted: Buy/sell/trade misc. issues U.S. 
amateur callbooks, 1914 through 1980. 
SASE for list. Bob Arrowsmith, 
W4JNN, PO Box 166, Annandale, VA 
22003, (703) 560-7161. 

AUTOCALL--The Official Journal of the 
Foundation for Amateur Radio, is a 
monthly publication covering the 
activities of nearly 50 amateur radio 
organizations in the Capital area. To 
know what is happening with respect to 
ham club activities, subscribe to Auto-

Call. Only $8 per year for 12 issues. 
Write Auto-Call, PO Box 7612, Falls 
Church, VA 22040-7612. (Make check 
payable to "Foundation for Amateur 
Radio.") 

NEWS FROM THE RADIO HISTORY SOCIETY 
by Brian Belanger 

The Radio History Society (RHS) is making excel-
lent progress towards the opening of our new radio/IN 
exhibit at City Place Mall in Silver Spring, MD. As you 
may recall from previous articles, the management of 
this sparkling new mall has agreed to make available to 
RHS a vacant store near the Ruby Tuesday restaurant 
for a display of antique radios and televisions. We are 
hoping to get a big name celebrity to appear at the 
opening to help attract broadcast and print media 
coverage of the event. As of press time, we are 
deferring a final decision regarding the opening date in 
order to coordinate with the schedules of possible 
celebrities. But we hope to have the exhibit open to the 
public from mid-December through the end of 
February. Call Gerry Schneider (301-929-8593) or 
Brian Belanger (301-258-0708) for details of the 
opening. 

Please do come and see the exhibit, and urge all 
your friends to come. And if you enjoy it, tell the other 
merchants in the mall that you liked it. Montgomery 
County has several vacant buildings in downtown Silver 
Spring, and our fond hope is that if this exhibit makes 
a good impression on county officials and Silver Spring 
business leaders, RHS will be given free use of one of 
these vacant buildings for a radio museum/library for a 
couple of years. Based on discussions with county 
officials, this seems like a distinct possibility, but we do 
have to prove ourselves competent and responsible. 

How can you help with this effort? If you have not 
already become a member of the Radio History Society, 
send a check for as much as you can spare to RHS 
Membership Director Steve Snyderman, 4147 Lenox 
Drive, Fairfax, VA 22032, (703) 978-3086. A minimum 
membership is $15 per year, but we encourage you to 
write your check for a larger amount if you possibly can. 
RHS has received two $500 pledges and several at the 
$100 level. (It doesn't all have to be a lump sum — send 
us a check whenever you can throughout the year.) 

The most important need that we have now is 
volunteers to staff the exhibit. We dare not leave the 
exhibit unattended for security reasons, and we want 
people there to answer questions about MAARC and 
RHS and about collecting antique radios. We intend to 
have two people on duty at all times the exhibit is open 
(so one can go to the restroom or get a sandwich while 
the other minds the store, and so that two individuals 
will be available to mingle with visitors when the crowds 
get large). We will schedule people in two-hour shifts. 
If you can help, please call Gerry or Brian at the 
numbers above. Since many of our members have full-
time jobs during normal working hours M-F, we espec-
ially need retired people or others who are available to 
staff the exhibit during weekday mornings and 
afternoons. 

(City Place Mall is at 8661 Colesville Road, just east 
of Georgia Avenue, and within walking distance of the 
Silver Spring Metro station. There is a large metered 
public parking garage right across the street from the 
mall. Our exhibit is just in from the Ruby Tuesday 
restaurant.) 

TIDBITS 

• If you are notifying our Membership Chair, Roy 
Morgan, of a change of address, please include your new 
phone number along with the address change so we can 
keep our roster up to date. Note that Newsletter 
Editor Brian Belanger had an address change a few 
months ago. Make sure you use the address on page 2 
to avoid delays. 

• The prices on some of the tubes we sell at our 
meetings will increase after the New Year. Take 
advantage of the present lower prices by stocking up on 
your tube needs at the December 17 meeting. 
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MAARC PARTICIPATES IN FCC's 60th BIRTHDAY 
CELEBRATION 

MAARC members Craig Roberts and Ted Hannah loaned 
a number of vintage radios, TVs, tuners, and UHF converters 
to the FCC for display during the celebration of the Commis-
sion's 60th anniversary, in October 1994. The week-long 
observance was held at the FCC headquarters at 19th and M 
Streets, NW, in Washington, DC. 

The photo at the right shows FCC Chairman Reed E. 
Hundt (center) and several Commissioners at the birthday 
observance ceremony. Note the vintage TV sets in the 
foreground. (Thanks to Ted Hannh for this news item. - Ed.] 

`l
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Vintage TVs provided by MAARC members at 
the FCC birthday party. (Photo courtesy of the 
FCC.) 

THE TORCH PASSES 
by Brian Belanger 

It takes a tremendous amount of work to keep a 
large organization like MAARC functioning. Those 
who are not involved often don't realize just how much 
work goes on behind the scenes. Two MAARC officials 
who have contributed much will no longer be on the 
masthead. We owe them a debt of gratitude for their 
contributions. 

We elected a new Treasurer recently. Gerald 
Schneider, our former Treasurer, had served in that 
position since MAARC was formed. At the organiza-
tional meeting, he volunteered for this position, and 
served us loyally for approximately a decade as MAARC 
grew from a handful of people in Joe Koester's base-
ment to a national (and to some extent, international) 
club with nearly 900 members. During this period, I 
don't recall Gerry ever missing a meeting. He was 
particularly conscientious about finding ways to 
maximize the interest we got on our MAARC funds and 
minimize administrative expenses. 

Like every good treasurer, Gerry was a voice of 
caution on the Board when it came to spending money, 
always keeping the rest of us honest about not spending 
more than we had available. Unlike most radio clubs, 
MAARC has published a complete financial report to 
the membership each year — a tradition of accountability 
that Gerry began early on. We don't know exactly how 
many hours Gerry has contributed to MAARC over the 
past decade, but the number must be very large. We 
appreciate your dedication, Gerry. (Don't assume that 
Gerry is "retiring," however! He is currently focusing 
his boundless energy on helping the Radio History 

Society, by planning and organizing the new City Place 
Mall exhibit, which promises to be a memorable event.) 

Our new Treasurer, Sammy Cohen, also comes to 
the job with competence, commitment, and enthusiasm. 
How fortunate we are to have people like Gerry and 
Sammy who are willing to devote their time and energy 
to making MAARC the best regional radio club around! 

Randy Warren, our newsletter Co-editor, had to 
step down very recently due to the press of family 
responsibilities. Randy has served as Co-editor since 
early 1992, alternating issues with me. The November 
1994 issue was his last. 

Putting out a monthly newsletter like ours is 
incredibly time consuming — nearly a full-time job. It 
adversely affects one's ability to discharge the duties of 
father and husband. Randy and Nancy recently had 
their second child, and Randy's business in patent 
research has expanded considerably lately. There just 
weren't enough hours in the day to meet the tight 
newsletter deadlines. I will miss working with Randy. 
Thanks Randy, for being willing to pitch in and keep 
our newsletter one of the best around, and the ONLY 
monthly one from any regional club. 

When you see Gerry and Randy at meetings, do 
thank them for all they have done. 

(Until we find another person who would like to be 
newsletter Co-editor, please send all Radio Age material 
to me.) 
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RADIO/TV SERVICE DATA FROM 
MAARC's LIBRARY 

by Michael Prosise, MAARC Librarian 

As a MAARC member, you can access through our 
MAARC Schematic Service the vast technical resources 
available in our library. For a nominal fee you receive 
an enlarged schematic wiring diagram, a personalized 
"Schemata-Pak" containing everything I can locate about 
your set, such as alignment, dial stringing, tube voltages, 
common problems/solutions, and sometimes a photo 
and/or an owner's manual. The back page consists of a 
"tear-away" schematic for use at your bench so you can 
maintain a clean copy in the Pak. Our library contains 
several manufacturers' factory manuals, such as Crosley, 
RCA, Silvertone, and the ever-popular Philco line. 

Nowhere else can you obtain so much service data 
at such a low price! To obtain a Schemata-Pak, your 
request must include the brand, model, chassis number, 
and any prefix or suffix code (for example, Philco Model 
19, Code 128), along with a check or money order 
payable to "MAARC Library". It's a good idea to 
include the serial number also, since there are a few 
models that have slightly different schematics for certain 
ranges of serial numbers. Current prices are $5.25 for 

the first Schemata-Pak, $4.25 for the second, and $3.50 
for each additional request. TV requests are $10 each. 
(These current prices reflect a recent increase due to 
escalating costs of copier leasing and paper. But the 
Schemata-Pak remains a bargain!) Requests with 
incomplete information or without payment will result 
in a delay. If the model number is unknown, enclose a 
neatly-drawn sketch of the chassis showing tube lay-out, 
location of rf cans, electrolytics, controls, etc. and I will 
try to determine the model. 

Mail your request and check to me at the address 
on page 2. Please allow 3 weeks for delivery. No phone 
requests or inquiries, please! 

ANNOUNCEMENT! 

• A recent cost analysis showed that we are losing 
money on our foreign members. To avoid raising dues 
for foreign members, we will be switching to a policy of 
mailing Radio Age overseas via surface mail rather than 
air mail. If you are a foreign member and wish to 
continue to receive your Radio Age via airmail, you can 
do so if you will pay the difference in cost. Steve Fick, 
who is responsible for newsletter mailings, will inform 
our foreign members of the details. 
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